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                Series UPR / UPSC
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                Miniature Fuses for electronic circuits - ABC & AGC Series
                                    
                    
    	
                ABC and AGC series - fast way of operation
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Tubular Fast-acting Fuses
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                Bases for pipe fuses for DIN bus
                        
                
                
            
	
                Bases for 10,3 X 38MM fuses - BM series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Time-delay Fuse Links with GL/GG & AM characteristics
                                    
                    
    	
                C_G_; C_M_ series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial knife inserts NH (WTN)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Installation fuse inserts type "D" fast and time-delay
                        
                
                
            
	
                Installation fuse inserts type "D0"
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                Ultrafast fuse inserts type "D"
                        
                
                
            
	
                Ultrafast fuse inserts type "D0"
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Fast-acting Fuses (British & American standard)
                                    
                    
    	
                American standard
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                Fast-acting Fuses (European standard)
                                    
                    
    	
                Accessories for fuses in European standard
                        
                
                
            
	
                Screw in fuses DIN 43653
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fast knife fuses DIN
                        
                
                
            
	
                Screw in fast fuses
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                VR03/VG03 traction fuses
                        
                
                
            
	
                Traction Fuses Series 170M, 2400VDC, from 100A to 400A
                        
                
                
            
	
                Traction Fuses Series 170M, 2000VDC, from 20A to 600A
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                Inserts for voltage measuring transformers and transformers
                        
                
                
            
	
                High voltage inserts for transformers
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                Electrolytic Capacitors
                                    
                    
    	
                Screw lead - ALS30/31 and ALS 40/41 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accessories for capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Leads for PCB and soldering - ALP/T 20 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Leads for PCB for latches - ALC 40 series
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                AR (U) series - 85 ° C 5000h
                        
                
                
            
	
                AD (U) series 85 ° C 10000h
                        
                
                
            
	
                AP (U) 85C 12000h series
                        
                
                
            
	
                AS (U) 85C 15000h series
                        
                
                
            
	
                AF (U) 85C 20000h series
                        
                
                
            
	
                AZ (U) 105C 3000h series
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                MSB Polyester film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MTB Polyester film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MTR Polyester film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MWR_MWF Polyester film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MWS Polyester film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Polypropylene film capacitors
                                    
                    
    	
                DCB – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MAB – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MAR – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MHBA – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MHBS – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MPH – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MPL – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                MPW/MPF – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                PHB/RHB – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                PHC – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                PHS – Polypropylene film Capacitors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Power Capacitors
                                    
                    
    	
                Commutation and damping capacitors KMKP / KA 320-3500V series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Attenuation capacitors - GTO series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Power capacitors - GLI series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Capacitors for AC filters - LNF series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC capacitors -  GMKP/GA 630V-12000V series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Capacitors for DC Circuits
                                    
                    
    	
                DC Link Power Capacitors - LNK Series
                                    
                    
    	
                DC Power Capacitors LNK-P1X series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC power capacitors LNK-P2X, LNK P2Z series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC power capacitors LNK-P2L, LNK P2T series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC Power Capacitors LNK-P3Y series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC Power Capacitors LNK-P4X series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC Power Capacitors LNK - M3 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC power capacitors LNK - P5Y series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC power capacitors LNK - P6X series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC power capacitors LNK - P7Y series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC power capacitors LNK - P8Y series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DC power capacitors LNK - P9X series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Power Factor Correction Capacitors
                                    
                    
    	
                Cylindrical capacitors for power factor correction
                        
                
                
            
	
                Three phase capacitors for power factor correcation - D series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Three phase capacitors for power factor correction - D series
                        
                
                
            
	
                One phase capacitors for power factor correction
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cuboid capacitors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                High-voltage Capacitors
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                High voltage capacitors - ER series
                        
                
                
            
	
                High voltage capacitors - ET series
                        
                
                
            
	
                High voltage capacitors MWS series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Induction Heating Capacitors
                                    
                    
    	
                High-power liquid-cooled Capacitors
                                    
                    
    	
                High power capacitors cooled with liquid for inductive heating
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Capacitors for Induction Heating of high & medium frequencies
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                CPRI 400 P
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                Series CS130
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series CSF032
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series CR027
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Products DBK
                        
                
                
            
	
                Products TEXA
                                    
                    
    	
                Series WID BLOT
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Products Fandis
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Resistant
                                    
                    
    	
                Products STEGO
                                    
                    
    	
                Series HV/HVL031
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series HGL046
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series HVI030
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series HVI030 z wentylatorem
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series CR030
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series CR130
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series DCR030
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series DCR130
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Products TEXA
                                    
                    
    	
                Series WID BLOC
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Special
                                    
                    
    	
                Explosion zones
                                    
                    
    	
                Products STEGO
                                    
                    
    	
                Series CREx
                                    
                    
    	
                CREx 020 - 50W, 100W
                        
                
                
            
	
                CREx 020 - 50W-250W (T3)
                        
                
                
            
	
                CREx 020 - 50W-200W (T4)
                        
                
                
            
	
                CREx 020 - 50-100W (T5)
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Sensors & Control Components
                                    
                    
    	
                Products Stego
                                    
                    
    	
                Thermostats
                                    
                    
    	
                Miniature
                                    
                    
    	
                Series KTO111/KTS111
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series KTO011/KTS011
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series STO011/STS011
                        
                
                
            
	
                Seria KTO 111/KTS 111
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Set
                                    
                    
    	
                Series FTO011/FTS011
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Double
                                    
                    
    	
                Series ZR011
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Double set
                                    
                    
    	
                Series FTD011
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Mechanical
                                    
                    
    	
                Series FZK011
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Electronic
                                    
                    
    	
                Series ETR011
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series ET011
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series ETL011
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series DCT010
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Hygrostats
                                    
                    
    	
                Mechanical
                                    
                    
    	
                Series MFR012
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Electronic
                                    
                    
    	
                Series EFR012
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series EFL012
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series DCF010
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Hygrothermics
                                    
                    
    	
                Electronic
                                    
                    
    	
                Series ETF012
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series ETF012 from the outside sensor
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Other
                                    
                    
    	
                Switching modules
                                    
                    
    	
                Series DCM010
                        
                
                
            
	
                Series SM010
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Products Fandis
                                    
                    
    	
                Thermostats
                                    
                    
    	
                Mechanical
                                    
                    
    	
                Series TRT
                                    
                    
    	
                TRT-10A230V-NC
                        
                
                
            
	
                TRT-10A230V-NO
                        
                
                
            
	
                TRT-230V-S01
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Double
                                    
                    
    	
                Series TRT2
                                    
                    
    	
                TRT2-10A230V-NCNC
                        
                
                
            
	
                TRT2-10A230V-NCNO
                        
                
                
            
	
                TRT2-10A230V-NONO
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Hygrostats
                                    
                    
    	
                Mechanical
                                    
                    
    	
                Series IGR
                                    
                    
    	
                IGR35F
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Technology IoT
                                    
                    
    	
                System SENSIS
                                    
                    
    	
                Main module
                        
                
                
            
	
                Sensors and accessories
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermostats
                                    
                    
    	
                Miniature
                                    
                    
    	
                KTO111/KTS111 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                KTO011/KTS011 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                STO011/STS011 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Set
                                    
                    
    	
                FTO011/FTS011 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Double
                                    
                    
    	
                ZR011 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                TRT2 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Double geared
                                    
                    
    	
                FTD011 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Mechanical
                                    
                    
    	
                FZK011 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                TRT series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Electronic
                                    
                    
    	
                ETR011 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                ET011 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                ETL011 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DCT010 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                
                                    
                    
    	
                Mechanical
                                    
                    
    	
                MFR012 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                IGR series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Electronic
                                    
                    
    	
                EFR012 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                EFL012 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                DCF010 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                hygrotherms
                                    
                    
    	
                Electronic
                                    
                    
    	
                ETF012 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                ETF012 series with ext. sensor
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                IoT solutions
                                    
                    
    	
                Sensis system
                                    
                    
    	
                main module
                        
                
                
            
	
                Sensors and accessories
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Other
                                    
                    
    	
                Switching modules
                                    
                    
    	
                DCM010 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                SM010 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Accessories
                                    
                    
    	
                Lamps & Power Sockets
                                    
                    
    	
                Lamps
                                    
                    
    	
                Lamp - type Compact - KL 025 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flat lamp - Slimline line - SL025 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flat lamp with motion sensor - Slimline line - SL025 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Lamp with switch - Dual Series DL 026 line
                        
                
                
            
	
                Lamp with motion sensor- Dual Series DL 026 line
                        
                
                
            
	
                Manual lamp - Dual line - DL 026 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                LED lamp - LED 025
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Power Plugs & Sockets
                                    
                    
    	
                Supplying slots - SD 035 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pressure compensating element DA 084
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pressure compensating element DA 284
                        
                
                
            
	
                Assembly element STEGOFIX
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Accessories for enclosure air conditioners
                                    
                    
    	
                Accessories for air conditioning, heat exchangers and Seifert coolers
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Pumps for Air-Conditioning
                                    
                    
    	
                MVL pumps
                        
                
                
            
	
                EBM immersion pumps
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Busbar Insulators for switchboxes
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Batteries, Chargers, Buffer Power Supplies and Inverters
                                    
                    
    	
                Batteries, Chargers - Theoretical Description
                        
                
                
            
	
                Modular Li-ion Battery Building Blocks, Custom Batteries, BMS
                        
                
                
            
	
                Batteries
                                    
                    
    	
                Batteries | Panasonic
                        
                
                
            
	
                Batteries | SSB
                                    
                    
    	
                Accumulators - SB series (buffer operation)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accumulators - SBL series (buffer operation, extended vitality)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accumulators - SBH series (buffer operation, high current)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accumulators - SBLFT series (buffer operation, terminal front)
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Dryfit Gel Batteries | Sonnenschein
                                    
                    
    	
                Accumulators - A500 series ( cyclic and buffer operation)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accumulators - A400 series ( cyclic and buffer operation, extended vitality)
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Batteries | MK Battery
                        
                
                
            
	
                Batteries | FIAMM
                                    
                    
    	
                FG Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                FGH Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                FIT Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                FGL Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                FLB Series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Batteries | Victron Energy
                                    
                    
    	
                Deep Cycle GEL
                        
                
                
            
	
                Deep Cycle AGM
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                LiFePO4 Batteries | Victron Energy
                        
                
                
            
	
                Gel Batteries | Dyno
                                    
                    
    	
                Gel batteries Dyno
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Replacement Battery Cartridges for UPS | APC
                                    
                    
    	
                Battery Packs for UPS
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Battery Chargers and Accessories
                                    
                    
    	
                Battery Capacity Tester
                                    
                    
    	
                TES-32A - Battery capacity tester
                        
                
                
            
	
                TES-33 - Battery capacity tester
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Battery Chargers | Victron Energy
                                    
                    
    	
                Blue Power Charger IP20
                        
                
                
            
	
                Blue Smart IP67 Charger Waterproof
                        
                
                
            
	
                Phoenix Charger
                        
                
                
            
	
                Centaur Charger
                        
                
                
            
	
                Skylla-TG Charger
                                    
                    
    	
                Ładowarka Skylla 24/48V
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Blue Smart IP22 Charger
                        
                
                
            
	
                Blue Smart IP65 Charger
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Battery Accessories
                        
                
                
            
	
                Battery Monitoring System - PowerShield 8
                                    
                    
    	
                PowerShield battery bank monitoring system
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Battery management systems
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Uninterruptible Power Supply and Buffer Power Supplies
                                    
                    
    	
                AKKUTEC Battery Buffered Power Supply
                        
                
                
            
	
                Buffer Power Supply with ultra-capacitors - C-TEC & AC C-TEC Series
                                    
                    
    	
                Buffer power supplies with ultra-capacitors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Single Phase Server UPS - Amplon M Series
                                    
                    
    	
                Single-phase Amplon UPS
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Single Phase Server UPS - Amplon RT Series (1/2/3 kVA)
                                    
                    
    	
                Single-phase 1/2/3 kVA UPS
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Inverters and Photovoltaic Equipments
                                    
                    
    	
                Solar Charge Controllers | Victron Energy
                                    
                    
    	
                BlueSolar MPPT 75/10, 75/15 & 100/15
                                    
                    
    	
                Blue Solar MPPT 75/10 / 75/15 and 100/15 charge regulators
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                BlueSolar MPPT 150/45 up to 150/100
                        
                
                
            
	
                BlueSolar MPPT 100/30 & 100/50
                                    
                    
    	
                Blue Solar MPPT 100/30 / and 100/50 charging regulators
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Smart Solar MPPT charge regulators
                        
                
                
            
	
                BlueSolar MPPT with CAN bus
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Inverters | Victron Energy
                                    
                    
    	
                Isolation Transformers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Autotransformers Victron Energy
                                    
                    
    	
                Autotransformer 120 / 240V - 32A and 120 / 240V - 100A
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Phoenix 180VA-1200VA Inverters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Phoenix Inverters [1200VA - 5000VA]
                        
                
                
            
	
                MultiPlus Victron Energy
                                    
                    
    	
                MultiPlus inverter / charger
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Quattro Victron Energy
                                    
                    
    	
                Quattro inverter / charger
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Phoenix Inverters VE.Direct [250VA - 500VA]
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Photovoltaic Panels
                                    
                    
    	
                Photovoltaic Panels | BlueSolar
                                    
                    
    	
                Monocrystalline photovoltaic panels
                                    
                    
    	
                BlueSolar Monocrystalline Panels
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Polycrystalline Solar Panels
                                    
                    
    	
                BlueSolar Polycrystalline Panels
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                RE NA003 - A system for the protection of Renewable Energy Sources
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Energy storage
                                    
                    
    	
                Nilar EC Cabinets
                        
                
                
            
	
                Nilar EC Home Box
                        
                
                
            
	
                Nilar EC Racks
                        
                
                
            
	
                Nilar EC Battery packs
                        
                
                
            
	
                Dacpol cabinets
                        
                
                
            
	
                Dacpol Battery pack for Vehicles
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photovoltaic and Wind installation
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Fuel cells
                                    
                    
    	
                Hydrogen fuel cells
                        
                
                
            
	
                Hydrogen system platforms
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Lithium-ion batteries
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Automatics
                                    
                    
    	
                Limit Switches, Microswitches
                                    
                    
    	
                Microswitches
                                    
                    
    	
                V15 Series | Honeywell
                        
                
                
            
	
                SE Series | Honeywell
                        
                
                
            
	
                BZ Series | Honeywell
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Limit Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                GLA Series – Limit Switches in metal housing
                                    
                    
    	
                GLA -  switch compatible with EN50041 standard in metal casing
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                GLC Series – Limit Switches in metal housing
                                    
                    
    	
                GLC -  switch compatible with EN50047 standard in metal casing
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                GLD Series - Limit Switches in plastic housing with double insulation
                                    
                    
    	
                GLD -  switch compatible with EN50047 standard in plastic casing  with double insulation
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                GLE Series - Limit Switches in metal housing with 3 outputs for wires
                                    
                    
    	
                GLE -  switch compatible with EN50047 standard in metal casing  with three outputs for wires
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                SZL-VL Series - Economic Limit Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                SZL-VL series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                14CE Series - Limit Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                Limit switches 14CE series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                GLL Series - Limit Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                Limit switches GLL series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                GLS Series - Limit Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                Limit switches GLS series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                EN Series - Limit Switch for special applications
                                    
                    
    	
                Limit switch for military, railway and air applications
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                NGC Series - Limit Switches
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Limit Switches for Industrial Enclosures
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Sensors, Transducers
                                    
                    
    	
                Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Inductive Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Cylindrical Inductive Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                2-Wire
                                    
                    
    	
                Inductive sensors TIA,AC,2 wires
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors TIDC,DC, 2 wires
                        
                
                
            
	
                Subminiature Sensors with Long-distance Detection E2CE series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                3-Wire
                                    
                    
    	
                Inductive sensors TID, DC, 3 wires
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors TCR, DC,3 wires
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors TIDE DC 3 wires, enlarged zone of operation
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors of the E2FQ series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors of the E2EH series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Miniature Cylindrical Proximity Sensor E2E
                        
                
                
            
	
                Long Distance Cylindrical Proximity Sensor E2A3
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors of the E2A series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors series E2B
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors of the DAC series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                4-Wire
                                    
                    
    	
                Inductive sensors TID DC 4 wires
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors TID DC 4 enlarged zone of operation
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors of the E2A series - 4-wire
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors - special versions
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive Sensors in rectangular casing
                                    
                    
    	
                Inductive sensors of the E2S series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductive sensors of the TL-W series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Ring Inductive Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Inductive ring sensors - IRS series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Ultrasonic Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Ultrasonic Distance Sensor - 942-T Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Ultrasonic Distance Sensors - 943 Series
                                    
                    
    	
                Learning ultrasonic sensors 943 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Ultrasonic Sensors - 946 Series
                                    
                    
    	
                Ultrasound sensors with 946 series function
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Optical Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Optical Sensors in configuration: Transmitter - Receiver
                                    
                    
    	
                Barrier optic sensors - TOB series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Light barrier transmitter - receiver (red light) - type PGI-L
                        
                
                
            
	
                Light barrier transmitter - receiver (infrared radiation) - type DHS - 80
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic sensors - m18 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic sensors - m18-l series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic sensors - cx-400 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic sensors - lc-100 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic sensors - 1-11 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Configuration photoelectric sensors (transceiver) series E3F2
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric sensors in the configuration (transceiver) of the E3FZ series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric sensors in the configuration (transceiver) of the E3T series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Optical Sensors - reflection from the object
                                    
                    
    	
                Optic sensors in threaded sleeve
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic reflection sensors - TOO series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic reflection sensors - TOO series - npn/pnp DC 4 wires
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic sensors - eq-500 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric sensors of the E3S-CL series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric sensors - reflective from the E3Z series object
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optical sensors - reflection from the object series CX-400
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric sensors - reflective from the E3T series object
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric sensors - reflective from the E3H2 series object
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric sensors - reflection from the object of the E3FZ series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric sensors - reflection from the object series E3F2
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Optical Sensors - reflective
                                    
                    
    	
                Optic reflection sensors - TOR series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic reflection sensors - tor series - pnp DC 4 wires
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic reflection sensors - tor series - npn/pnp DC 4 wires
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optical sensors - reflective series M18
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optical sensors - reflective series M18-L
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optical sensors - reflective LC-100 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optical sensors - reflective CX-400 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric - reflective sensors of the E3T series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric - reflective sensors of the E3H2 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric - reflective sensors of the E3FZ series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelectric - reflective sensors of the E3F2 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Optical Fork Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Slotted light barrier (infrared light) - PM type
                        
                
                
            
	
                Slotted light barrier (infrared light) - PM type
                        
                
                
            
	
                Slotted light barrier (infrared light) - PM type
                        
                
                
            
	
                Slotted light barrier (infrared light) - PM type
                        
                
                
            
	
                Slotted light barrier (infrared light) - PM type
                        
                
                
            
	
                Slotted light barrier (infrared radiation) - PBI-40-40 to PBI-60-75 type
                        
                
                
            
	
                Frame light barrier (infrared radiation) - PRI-70-76 to PRI-150-150 type
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Other Optical Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Optical sensors lx-100 series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic sensors - fx-300 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Smart Fiber Amplifier E3X-HD
                        
                
                
            
	
                Transparent Object Detection Sensor
                                    
                    
    	
                Transparent object sensor E3S-DB
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Video Sensor - FQ2-CLR Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Color Sensor - E3X-DACLR Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoleectric sensors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Pressure Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Factory-set Pressure Switches - 901 Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Adjustable Pressure Switches - 901 PRESCAL Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accessories for 901, 901 PRESCAL Pressure Switches
                        
                
                
            
	
                Adjustable Differential Pressure Switches - 930.8X CLIMAIR Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accessories for 930, 911, 984 Pressure Transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pressure Transducer - MLH Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pressure Transducers - PX2 Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                CPS-D-24V - Differential Air Pressure Sensor with display
                                    
                    
    	
                CPS-D-24V PRESSURE SENSOR WITH ILLUMINATED DISPLAY
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                PCB Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                PCB pressure sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Pressure sensor for the HVAC application
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Pressure Switches SSZ32
                        
                
                
            
	
                MIP - Media-Isolated Pressure Transducers
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Level Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Sensors Float Plastic
                        
                
                
            
	
                Sensors Float metal
                        
                
                
            
	
                Sensors for hazardous areas
                        
                
                
            
	
                Probes hydrostatic
                        
                
                
            
	
                others
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Humidity Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Analyzer - IM series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Humidity and temperature sensor with POLYGA element
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Humidity and Temperature Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                M SERIES - Miniature sensors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Humidity and temperature sensors in "LIGHT" version
                        
                
                
            
	
                Compact humidity and temperature sensors in shape of a bar - PC RC series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Hygrometer and temperature sensor for industrial usage - GG, KC, ZC series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Measurement elements and modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Humidity measurement modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accessories - filters and brackets
                        
                
                
            
	
                Humidity and temperature sensors with ATEX certificate
                        
                
                
            
	
                DI series - room version with optional display
                        
                
                
            
	
                L Series Humidity/-temperature sensors for use in heating, ventilation and air conditioning
                        
                
                
            
	
                Humidity Sensors HIH
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial Temperature Sensors and Transducers
                                    
                    
    	
                Industrial Temperature Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Resistance Sensors – Pt100
                                    
                    
    	
                For room temperature measurement and outdoor temperature - T-115
                        
                
                
            
	
                For room and ventilating ducts temperature measurement and  - T-118
                        
                
                
            
	
                Resistant temperature sensor with replaceable measurement insert. Type tr 1
                        
                
                
            
	
                Resistant temperature sensor with screw thread and replaceable measurement insert. Type tr2
                        
                
                
            
	
                Resistant temperature sensor with screw thread and replaceable measurement insert. Type tr3
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                Mini resistant angle sensor - ACT-15
                        
                
                
            
	
                Resistant sensor with stub pipe and a wire ACT-21
                        
                
                
            
	
                Resistant sensor for food products temperature measurement - ACT-25
                        
                
                
            
	
                Straight resistant mini sensor ACT-26
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                Contactless temperature sensors for mobile objects - C015
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermoelectric temperature sensor with replaceable measure jacket insert in a metal protective pipe TD1
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermoelectric temperature sensor with replaceable measure jacket insert in a metal protective pipe TP1
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermoelectric temperature sensor with replaceable measure jacket insert in a metal protective pipe TD2
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermoelectric temperature sensor - 3 point measurement. Type: w
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermoelectric temperature jacket sensor with free endings. Type: tp3
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermoelectric temperature jacket sensor with sleeve. Type: tp4
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermoelectric temperature jacket sensor with plug. Type: tp6
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermoelectric or resistant temperature sensor. Type kt1
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermoelectric or resistance temperature sensor. type: kt2
                        
                
                
            
	
                Straight thermocouple (J,K,N) - TC-07
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Temperature Transducers
                                    
                    
    	
                Programmable transducers P5320 with HART communication and galvanic insulation
                        
                
                
            
	
                P5310 general purpose transducers programming with a LHP communication
                        
                
                
            
	
                ENDA ECUC411 Configurable Universal Converter
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                Overview of capacitive sensors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Capacitive sensor DOL 20R
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Particle Sensor
                                    
                    
    	
                Particle Sensor series HPM
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                Cable length measuring transducers
                                    
                    
    	
                Principle of Cable Extension Transducers - Overview of Oparation, Available types
                        
                
                
            
	
                PT1 Series - Cable-Extension Position Transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                PT5 Series - Cable-Extension Position Transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                PT8000 Series - Cable-Extension Position Transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                PT9000 Series - Cable-Extension Position Transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                PT9000EXT Series - Extended Range Cable-Extension Position Transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                SP1 Series - Compact String Pot
                                    
                    
    	
                Line distance transducer SP1 series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                SM Series - String Pots
                                    
                    
    	
                Encoder wire SM
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                SG Series - String Pots
                                    
                    
    	
                Line distance transducer SG series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                SR1 Series - Industrial Low Cost String Pot
                                    
                    
    	
                Stranded encoder SR1
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Rotary-Pulse Transducers (Encoders)
                                    
                    
    	
                incremental encoders
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                Encoders noncontact (magnetic)
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Signal Transducer
                                    
                    
    	
                ENDA ECSC Configurable Signal Converter
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Pressure Transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Position Sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                Linear potentiometer VLP
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                CO2 Concentration Transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Compact Airflow Measuring Transducer
                                    
                    
    	
                Compact air speed transducer MVEVK-961.100
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                Infrared Thermometers (Pyrometers)
                                    
                    
    	
                IR-TE Series - Water-proof Palm-sized Radiation Thermometer
                                    
                    
    	
                Manual pyrometer in waterproof casing  IR-TE
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                IR-TA Series - Handheld Type Radiation Thermometer
                        
                
                
            
	
                IR-H Series - Handheld Type Radiation Thermometer
                        
                
                
            
	
                IR-BA Series - High-speed Compact Radiation Thermometer
                        
                
                
            
	
                IR-FA Series - Fiber Optic Radiation Thermometer
                        
                
                
            
	
                IR-BZ Series - Compact Infrared Thermometers
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Counters, Time Relays, Panel Meters
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                Overview of the functions of time relays
                        
                
                
            
	
                PTM232 Digital Timer | ENDA
                        
                
                
            
	
                EMT442 Digital Timer | ENDA
                        
                
                
            
	
                ETM2432 Digital Timer | ENDA
                        
                
                
            
	
                V2ZA10 Multifunction Time Relay | Tele
                        
                
                
            
	
                ATP4 Multi Functional Analog Timer | ENDA
                        
                
                
            
	
                MA4N Analog Multi Timer | Hanyoung
                        
                
                
            
	
                ENDA EM4401 digital time relay
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                EC442 Up/Down Counter | ENDA
                                    
                    
    	
                EC442 counter Enda
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                EC762 Up/Down Counter | ENDA
                                    
                    
    	
                EC762 counter Enda
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                EC762F Up/Down Counter | ENDA
                        
                
                
            
	
                ETS1410 Pulse Input Tachometer | ENDA
                                    
                    
    	
                Tachometer with an impulse input ETS1410
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                ETS762 Tacho Line/Speed Meter | ENDA
                                    
                    
    	
                Rotational speed electronic meter ETS762
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Digital counter, tachometr ECH
                                    
                    
    	
                Digital counter and tachometer ECH series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                EC2401 counter
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Indicators (Displays)
                                    
                    
    	
                EI141 Programmable Indicator | ENDA
                        
                
                
            
	
                EI741A Programmable Indicator | ENDA
                        
                
                
            
	
                ETI741 Temperature Indicator | ENDA
                        
                
                
            
	
                Digital Ammeters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Digital Voltmeters
                        
                
                
            
	
                EI2041 Programmable Indicator | ENDA
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Panel Meters
                                    
                    
    	
                EPA141 Programmable AC/DC Ammeter
                                    
                    
    	
                ENDA EPA242 PROGRAMMABLE AC/DC AMMETER
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                EPV141 AC/DC Voltmeter
                                    
                    
    	
                AC/DC EPA141 panel voltmeter
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                EDP741 Digital Potentiometer
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial Protection Devices
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                Safety switch / safety door SNO 4003K
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety switch / safety door SNO 4062K / SNO 4062KM
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety switch / safety door SNO 4063K/SNO 4063KM/SNO 4063KR
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety relay - stop control SNV 4063KL
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety relay - Access delay SNV 4063KP
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety relay - Two-hand control relay SNZ 4052K
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety module - AWAX 26XXL
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety relay - output extension 4004K/SNE 4004KV
                        
                
                
            
	
                13XXL CO safety relay
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety relay for two-hand control COM 3C
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety relay, access delay TIMTRONIC XXL
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety Curtains
                                    
                    
    	
                Photoelektric safety barriers - type FF-SG
                        
                
                
            
	
                Photoelektric safety barriers - type FF-SYA
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic safe barrier - SF2B series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Optic safe barrier - SF4B series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Mini optic safe barrier - SF4C series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety sensor F3S series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety barrier to protect fingers and hands F3S-TGR-CL series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety Light Curtain F3SG-R Series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Blockade Systems and Access Control
                                    
                    
    	
                Lock and access control systems - basic information
                        
                
                
            
	
                Keys
                        
                
                
            
	
                Castle
                        
                
                
            
	
                IVC switch (circuit breaker box with 1 to 3 key inputs from 5 to 400 kW)
                        
                
                
            
	
                TMEC switchboard
                        
                
                
            
	
                INTERLOCK-KAR – non-contact safety lock
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                MICRO SWITCH™ Cable-Pull Safety Switches - CPS Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                MICRO SWITCH™ Miniature Safety Interlock Switches - GKM Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                MICRO SWITCH™ Dual-Entry Safety Switch - GKE Series
                                    
                    
    	
                Emergency switch - GKE series
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety Interlock Switches - GKN Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                MICRO SWITCH™ Electromechanical Safety Switches - GSS Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Multi-Entry Trapped Key-Operated Safety Interlock Switches - GKS Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accessories
                                    
                    
    	
                Safety switch accessories
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Non-Autonomous Contactless Safety Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                Non-contact Safety Switch - Trithon N MKTS/Trithon P MKTS
                        
                
                
            
	
                Contactless Safety Switch - EPINUS
                        
                
                
            
	
                Polyamide Non-contact Coded Safety Switches - ANATOM 6S/78S/98S
                        
                
                
            
	
                Contactless Safety Switch - OPTOPUS
                        
                
                
            
	
                Non-contact Safety Switch with magnetic interlock - EPINUS
                        
                
                
            
	
                Non-contact Safety Switch with SUPERMAGNET 2 interlock
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Autonomous Contactless Safety Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                Contactless Coded Safety Switch - FURTIF AMX
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety switch with magnetic lock
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Wheel Blockade
                                    
                    
    	
                KLIN - blockade for motor truck
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Security gates
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Light and Sound Signalling
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                MP/MPS 30mm LED Signal Towers
                        
                
                
            
	
                LCE 40mm LED Signal Towers
                        
                
                
            
	
                LU5 50mm - Modular Signal Towers
                        
                
                
            
	
                WEP/WE 37.5mm Profile Signal Towers
                        
                
                
            
	
                WME-A 80mm Profile Wall-Mount Lamps
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                LKEH-FV 100mm Signal Towers
                        
                
                
            
	
                LS7 LED Signal Tower
                        
                
                
            
	
                LHE 70mm Signal Tower
                                    
                    
    	
                Signal tower 70mm - series LHE
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                LA6 Series 60mm Smart LED Signal Tower Lights
                        
                
                
            
	
                LR Signal Towers – LR4 (40mm), LR5 (50mm), LR6 (60mm), LR7 (70mm)
                                    
                    
    	
                LR signal towers - LR4 (40mm), LR5 (50mm), LR6 (60mm), LR7 (70mm)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Sound modules / LED light modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Bases (Supply modules)
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                Revolving Lamps
                                    
                    
    	
                RLE - Φ82 Revolving Warning Light
                        
                
                
            
	
                KP-A - Revolving Warning Light
                        
                
                
            
	
                RLR LED 162mm Rotating Light
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Warning Lamps
                                    
                    
    	
                KHE 100mm Strobe/Flash/Rotate LED Beacon
                        
                
                
            
	
                PES/PEW 82mm Continuous & Flashing LED
                        
                
                
            
	
                NE-24 - LED Dome Signal Light
                        
                
                
            
	
                LFH - Φ100 LED Signal Light
                                    
                    
    	
                Available in five outdoor visible - LFH
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                NE-M1-CL7 - NE Multi Color Signal Light
                                    
                    
    	
                NE Multi Color Signal Light
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                CLN LED Work Light
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                CLK-AG Worklight
                        
                
                
            
	
                CWA LED Light Bar
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Sound Signalling Devices
                                    
                    
    	
                EWH/EWHS 32 sounds Audible Alarm
                        
                
                
            
	
                BM 50mm square, 2 buzzers Audible Alarm
                        
                
                
            
	
                BDV Voice Annunciator
                        
                
                
            
	
                EHS/EHV Melody/Alarm Player
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Network-enabled Signaling
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermographic Camera
                                    
                    
    	
                Stationary Thermal Imaging Camers
                                    
                    
    	
                Thermo vision camera
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Manual Thermal Imaging Camera
                                    
                    
    	
                Handheld thermal imaging camera TP-S
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                Industrial Displays
                                    
                    
    	
                Individual LED Display Systems
                                    
                    
    	
                LED clock systems
                        
                
                
            
	
                Autonomic LED display with temperature and humidity measurement function
                        
                
                
            
	
                Panel flow indicator
                        
                
                
            
	
                Energy from sunlight
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Numerical Displays
                                    
                    
    	
                NDI series
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                NDI series - numeric displays for weight systems
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Large-size text LED Displays
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Information Displays
                                    
                    
    	
                Advertise display
                        
                
                
            
	
                Full color RGBP20V displays, boards (virtual pixel) - TELEBIMS
                        
                
                
            
	
                Displays for public transport purposes
                        
                
                
            
	
                Sport displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                LED clocks, displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Car park displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Panel, station displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Other applications
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Control Equipments
                                    
                    
    	
                Foot Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                Foot switches 2(2,5)A/250V~
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Control Devices | RAFI
                                    
                    
    	
                Rafix 22QR
                                    
                    
    	
                Contact Blocks, Lamp Holders, Assembly Adapters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Monitoring Lamps
                        
                
                
            
	
                Key Switches
                        
                
                
            
	
                Selector Switches
                        
                
                
            
	
                Buttons
                        
                
                
            
	
                Emergency Buttons
                        
                
                
            
	
                Red Palm Buttons
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Touch buttons
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                Racon ST
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                Buttons
                        
                
                
            
	
                rotary switches
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                Emergency buttons
                        
                
                
            
	
                Indicator lights
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                RAMO 22/30
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Control Boxes
                                    
                    
    	
                Control cassettes made from aluminum with holes for buttons
                        
                
                
            
	
                Control cassettes made from stainless steel with holes for buttons
                        
                
                
            
	
                Plastic control cassettes with holes for buttons
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Buttons and Switches | MARQUARDT
                                    
                    
    	
                Rocker Switches
                                    
                    
    	
                1550 Series
                                    
                    
    	
                Seria 1550
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                Seria 1800
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                Seria 1830
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                Seria 1881
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                Seria 1660
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                Seria 5000
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                Seria 1670
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                Toggle Switches
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                Seria 1810
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Toggle switches series 1820
                                    
                    
    	
                Seria 1820
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Control Components for Mining
                        
                
                
            
	
                Buttons and Potentiometers Ex
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Recorders
                                    
                    
    	
                Hybrid Recorders - AL3000 Series | CHINO
                                    
                    
    	
                Recorders with tape record and digital indicator - AL3000
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Graphic Recorder - KR2000 Series | CHINO
                                    
                    
    	
                Microprocessor recorders with LCD screen - KR2000 screen
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Ubiquitous Recorders - KR5000 Series | CHINO
                        
                
                
            
	
                Palm-sized Temperature/Humidity Meters - HN-CH Series | CHINO
                        
                
                
            
	
                Consumables for Recorders
                        
                
                
            
	
                71VR1 - Compact Paperless Recorder | M-SYSTEM
                                    
                    
    	
                Compact graphic recorder 71VR1
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Graphic Recorder - KR3000 Series | CHINO
                        
                
                
            
	
                PC Recorders - R1M Series | M-SYSTEM
                        
                
                
            
	
                PC Recorders - R2M Series | M-SYSTEM
                        
                
                
            
	
                PC Recorders - RZMS Series | M-SYSTEM
                        
                
                
            
	
                PC Recorders - RZUS Series | M-SYSTEM
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Drivers and Panels
                                    
                    
    	
                High Performing Programmable Controller with Embedded Ethernet - CP1L Series
                        
                
                
            
	
                HMI Panels - NB series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Touch panels GMT
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables, Litz wires, Conduits, Flexible connections
                                    
                    
    	
                Wires
                                    
                    
    	
                Copper and aluminum physical properties
                        
                
                
            
	
                Copper wires
                        
                
                
            
	
                Aluminum wires
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Litz wires
                                    
                    
    	
                RUPALIT SAFETY
                        
                
                
            
	
                RUPOL SAFETY
                        
                
                
            
	
                RUPALIT PROFILE - rectangular litz wire
                                    
                    
    	
                RUPALIT lice rectangular PROFILE
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                RUPALIT PLANAR
                        
                
                
            
	
                RUPALIT - round profile litz wire
                        
                
                
            
	
                RUPATEX - wire in triple insulation
                                    
                    
    	
                RUPATEX, Class F
                        
                
                
            
	
                RUPATEX, class B
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables for extreme applications
                                    
                    
    	
                Extension and Compensation cables
                                    
                    
    	
                COUPLIX - lengthen and compensating wires
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermocouple cables
                                    
                    
    	
                COUPLIX- Thermocouple cables, main products
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Connection cables for PT sensors
                                    
                    
    	
                SONDIX® General information
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Multi-conductor wires (temp. -60C to +1400C)
                                    
                    
    	
                SILICABLE® MC-ECS -60 °C to +180 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICABLE® MCBE-ECS and MCBAL-ECS -60 °C to +180 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                PROFIPLAST PBS-P -40°C to + 70°C
                        
                
                
            
	
                PROFIPLAST PBS-R - Speciality cables OMERIN division polycable
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIFLON KU-03 KU-04 KU-05 KU-06 -55 ° C to + 150 ° C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICABLE® MV-VS -60 °C to +280 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICABLE® MA-CNVS -60 °C to +350 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICABLE MA-CNVAS -60 ° C to + 400 ° C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIFLAM THS 1000 + 400 ° C to 800 ° C - high temperature cables
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIFLAM THS 1500 + 900 ° C to 1400 ° C - high temperature cables
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIFLAM TX-500 K - Fire-resistant cables
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Medium voltage cables
                                    
                    
    	
                SILICOUL 1,1kV -60 ° C to + 180 ° C (Class H)
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICOUL® 3.7 kV -60 °C to +180 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICOUL® 6.6 kV -60 °C to +180 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICOUL® 13.8 kV -60 °C to +180 °C
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Ignition wires
                                    
                    
    	
                SILICABLE HT - Ignition wires -60°C to +180°C
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Heating cables
                                    
                    
    	
                Silicon heating cords - C1S - C1S/T - C1S/I
                        
                
                
            
	
                PVC insulated heating cords - C1P - C1P/T - C1P/I
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fluoropolymer Insulated Heating Cord, C1F - C1F/T - C1F/I
                        
                
                
            
	
                PVC insulated heating cables - CP - CP/T - CP/TW - CP/I - CP/IW
                        
                
                
            
	
                Silicon insulated heating cables - CS - CS/T - CS/TW - CS/I - CS/IW
                        
                
                
            
	
                Terminated PVC insulated heating cables - CP1
                        
                
                
            
	
                Terminated silicon insulated heating cables - CS1
                        
                
                
            
	
                Silicon insulated heating cables - CS2 - CS2/T - CS2/TWW
                        
                
                
            
	
                FTS3/IS High power constant power cables
                        
                
                
            
	
                Long line heating cables and tapes - C1FS/I - C2FS/I - R3FS/I
                        
                
                
            
	
                Heating plates - PLA
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Single conductor cables (temp. -60C to +450C)
                                    
                    
    	
                VARPREN MAX -30 ° C to + 125 ° C
                        
                
                
            
	
                VARPREN® F -40 °C to +155 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                VARPREN ST
                        
                
                
            
	
                VARPREN® 155 UL Class F lead wires UL and cUL approval
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICABLE CS and ECS -60°C to +180°C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICABLE® RCS and RECS Solid core -60 °C to +180 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICABLE® ECSC-VDE and CNCSC-VDE Double insulating layer VDE approval -60 °C to +180 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIFLON ET, E i EE -55°C to +260°C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIFLON FEP and EFEP -90°C to +205°C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIFLON® PFA and EPFA -90 °C to +260 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIFLON ETFE and EETFE -90°C to +155°C
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Railway cables
                                    
                    
    	
                SILICABLE® RW EN 50382-2 1800V F 120 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILICABLE® RW EN 50382-2 3600V F 120 °C
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Heating cables Ex
                                    
                    
    	
                Heating cables Ex series ILS ... / Qx 250 ° C
                        
                
                
            
	
                Heating cables Ex series SRL / S and SRM / ES
                        
                
                
            
	
                Heating cables Ex series ILLw ... / Qx 85 ° C
                        
                
                
            
	
                Heating cables in Ex series ILM (W) ... / Qx 100 ° C
                        
                
                
            
	
                Heating cables Ex series IIh ... / Qx 225 ° C
                        
                
                
            
	
                Accessories for heating wires
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                
                                    
                    
    	
                
                        
                
                
            
	
                
                        
                
                
            
	
                
                        
                
                
            
	
                
                        
                
                
            
	
                
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables for the defense industry and aviation
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Sleevings
                                    
                    
    	
                Insulation Sleevings
                                    
                    
    	
                Insulating jacket T.P.E.125˚C 16kV
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE 31-1 and 31-2 - 30˚C to + 450˚C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE TN - protective jacket variable-diameter monofilament polyester
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE® 13F3 -30° C to +155 °C Class F
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE® 15C3 -60 °C to +250 °C Classes H and C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE® GT 1 -60 °C to +300 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE SI + 33 900 ° C - silica fiber
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE 21F1 -60 ° C to 280 ° C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE® 13F4 -30 °C to +155 °C Class F
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE® 15C3-UV -60 °C to +250 °C
                        
                
                
            
	
                SILIGAINE® 15C4.d -60 °C to +200 °C Class H
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Heat-shrinkable Sleevings
                                    
                    
    	
                Thick-walled tubing - type RDK, RDM RD
                        
                
                
            
	
                Polyolefin heat shrink tubes - type RC3S and RC4S
                        
                
                
            
	
                Polyolefin heat shrink tubes, ultra thin - type RUC
                        
                
                
            
	
                POLYOLEFIN HEAT SHRINK TUBES - TYPE RC3K and RC4K
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Braids
                                    
                    
    	
                Flat Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Round Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Very Flexible Flat Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Very Flexible Round Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cylindrical Cooper Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cylindrical Cooper Braids and Sleevings
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flexible Earthing Connections
                        
                
                
            
	
                Galvanized and Stainless Steel Cylindrical Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                PCV Insulated Copper Braids (temp. up to 85C)
                                    
                    
    	
                PCV insulated copper wattles - temp. up to 85C
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Flat Aluminium Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Junction Set - Braids and Tubes
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Traction Equipment
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable Terminals
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flexible Insulated Busbars
                                    
                    
    	
                Flexi bars - Insulated packets
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flexible Insulated Bars ISOLAMES (Marine Certificate)
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Flexible Multilayer Busbars
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable Duct Systems
                                    
                    
    	
                Cable Trays
                                    
                    
    	
                Halogen-free trays
                        
                
                
            
	
                IBOCO trays
                        
                
                
            
	
                BETADUCT  trays - pvc
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable Glands
                                    
                    
    	
                Ventilation stuffing boxes - kombi
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable Carriers (made of plastic) | IGUS
                                    
                    
    	
                Calculation of E-Chain® - lengths and camber
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable carriers series E08 - Z08
                        
                
                
            
	
                045 Series Cable carriers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable carriers series 08
                        
                
                
            
	
                014 Series Cable carriers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable carriers Series 200 240 250
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable carriers series 2400 2500
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable carriers series 2450 2480
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable carriers series E4.21
                        
                
                
            
	
                Plastic carriers Cable (Recommended length: 1m ~ 5m.)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Types of fasteners - Complies with CE and RoHS
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable Ties
                                    
                    
    	
                Ties TY-ITS
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Hoses
                                    
                    
    	
                Protective Pipes
                                    
                    
    	
                Protective pipes Co-flex PA
                        
                
                
            
	
                Protective pipes FFMYD-V2
                        
                
                
            
	
                Protective pipes FFMYD-V0
                        
                
                
            
	
                Protective pipes FFMYD-MOD
                        
                
                
            
	
                Protective pipes Co-flex PA-V0
                        
                
                
            
	
                Protective pipes FFMYD PA12 BS
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Metallic Conduits
                                    
                    
    	
                Metallic conduit
                        
                
                
            
	
                LFHU - Metallic Conduits Galvanised steel helically wound flexible steel conduit with Polyolefin extra low fire hazard coating
                        
                
                
            
	
                LTP - Metallic Conduits – Galvanised steel helically wound flexible conduit with smooth, oil resistant, black PVC coating.
                        
                
                
            
	
                FU - Metallic Conduits – Galvanised steel helically wound flexible conduit
                        
                
                
            
	
                FSU - Metallic Conduits Galvanised steel, helically wound, flexible conduit with PVC coating
                        
                
                
            
	
                FSB - Metallic Braided Conduits Galvanised steel helically wound flexible steel conduit with PVC coating and Galvanised steel overbraid
                        
                
                
            
	
                FB - Metallic Braided Conduits Galvanised steel helically wound flexible steel conduit with Galvanised steel overbraid  Peszel FB – spiralny peszel ze stali ocynkowanej w osłonie ze stali ocynkowanej
                        
                
                
            
	
                LTP-EXD - chokes for hazardous areas
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                plastic conduits
                                    
                    
    	
                Non-metallic conduit
                        
                
                
            
	
                FPAS- Non-Metallic Conduits – Standard weight nylon (flame retar-dant PA6) corrugated flexible conduit
                        
                
                
            
	
                FPAL- Non-Metallic Conduits – Light weight nylon (PA6) corrugated flexible conduit
                        
                
                
            
	
                FPAH- Non-Metallic Conduits – Heavy weight nylon (flame retardant PA6) corrugated flexible conduit
                        
                
                
            
	
                FPR - Non-Metallic Conduits – Standard weight nylon (highly flame retardant PA6) corrugated flexible conduit
                        
                
                
            
	
                FPI - Non-Metallic Conduits – Standard weight nylon (highly flame retardant PA12) corrugated flexible conduit
                        
                
                
            
	
                FPIH - Non-Metallic Conduits – Heavy weight nylon (highly flame re-tardant PA12) corrugated flexible conduit
                        
                
                
            
	
                Peschel FPADS - double-slit flexible fluted corrugated nylon (PA6)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Conduit FPIHR - heavy fluted corrugated flexible nylon (highly flame resistant PA12)
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Metallic Conduit Fittings
                        
                
                
            
	
                Non-metallic Conduit Fittings
                                    
                    
    	
                Accessories – Non-metallic conduit fittings
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            


            
					
                
            
	

         
                

                        Suppliers


                


                
                    

                  					
										    
         
                                        
					
                
            
	

         
                

                        Applications


                


                
                    

                  					
										    
         
                            
    	
                CNC Machine Tools
                                    
                    
    	
                Air conditioners
                        
                
                
            
	
                Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable guides
                        
                
                
            
	
                Climate control system for machine tools control cabinets
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Control devices - buttons, switches
                        
                
                
            
	
                Control elements for ventilation and heating of control cabinets.
                        
                
                
            
	
                Control enclosures and suspension systems
                        
                
                
            
	
                Drives for machine tools and cnc machines
                        
                
                
            
	
                Filter grilles and IP54 filter sets for control cabinets
                        
                
                
            
	
                Heaters and fan heaters
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                DC and AC Drives (Inverters)
                                    
                    
    	
                Anti-interference filters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Braking resistors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables for extreme applications
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electro-insulated modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electrolytic capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fans
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fuses
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial coolers, Chillers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Insulating sleeves
                        
                
                
            
	
                Interference suppression and pulse capacitors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Energetics
                                    
                    
    	
                Analog meters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Anti-interference filters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Batteries
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables for extreme applications
                        
                
                
            
	
                Capacitors for power compensation
                        
                
                
            
	
                Copper-Aluminum CUPERAL rails
                        
                
                
            
	
                Current transformers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electricity meters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fans
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flexible measuring probes
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flexible rails - insulated packages
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Equipment and Components for Hazardous Areas [Ex]
                                    
                    
    	
                Automation Ex
                                    
                    
    	
                Encoders for operation in hazardous areas
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inline distance transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Limit switches for hazardous areas
                        
                
                
            
	
                Temperature sensors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Temperature sensors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Buttons in the EX design
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables, heating hoses
                                    
                    
    	
                Heating cables
                        
                
                
            
	
                OZ-BL-CY, flexible intrinsically safe control cable
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Emergency power supplies for the EX zone
                        
                
                
            
	
                Empty enclosures EX
                        
                
                
            
	
                Enclosures, control boxes, panels, EX accessories for mining
                        
                
                
            
	
                Enclosures, panels, EX d flameproof cassettes
                        
                
                
            
	
                Ethernet Ex communication
                        
                
                
            
	
                EX bushings
                        
                
                
            
	
                Ex cabinets
                        
                
                
            
	
                EX cable glands
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Equipment for Distribution, Control and Telecommunications Cabinets
                                    
                    
    	
                Air conditioners
                        
                
                
            
	
                Air conditioning pumps
                        
                
                
            
	
                Analog meters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Anti-interference filters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable lugs
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Copper-Aluminum CUPERAL rails
                        
                
                
            
	
                Current transformers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electricity meters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fans
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                HVAC Automation
                                    
                    
    	
                Humidity and temperature sensors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Humidity and temperature sensors with ATEX certificate
                        
                
                
            
	
                Hygrostats - thermostats
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inverters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pressure sensors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pressure switch
                        
                
                
            
	
                Smoke detectors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Induction Heating
                                    
                    
    	
                Anti-interference filters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable lugs
                        
                
                
            
	
                Ceramic power capacitors for HF circuits
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electro-insulated modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electrolytic capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fans
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fuses
                        
                
                
            
	
                High-frequency non-indicative shunts
                        
                
                
            
	
                Hoses and protective materials
                        
                
                
            
	
                Induction heating capacitors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial Automation
                                    
                    
    	
                Analog signal converters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Anti-interference filters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cases for operator panels / monitors / displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connecting cables for PT
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Control apparatus
                        
                
                
            
	
                Counters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Distance converters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Drivers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fans
                        
                
                
            
	
                Humidity and temperature sensors
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial Protective Devices
                                    
                    
    	
                Aluminum enclosures
                        
                
                
            
	
                Light and sound signaling
                        
                
                
            
	
                Lock and access control systems
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety barriers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety strips
                        
                
                
            
	
                Safety switches
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Machines for Drying and Wood Processing
                                    
                    
    	
                Analog signal converters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Anti-interference filters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cases for operator panels / monitors / displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial computers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial protective devices
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial switches, Industrial communication
                        
                
                
            
	
                Insulating sleeves
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inverters
                        
                
                
            
	
                IR and UV infrared heaters and LED lighting
                        
                
                
            
	
                LED displays
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Machines for Thermoforming Plastics
                                    
                    
    	
                Analog signal converters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cases for operator panels / monitors / displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Counters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Indicators (displays)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial protective devices
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial switches, Industrial communication
                        
                
                
            
	
                Insulating sleeves
                        
                
                
            
	
                IR and UV infrared heaters and LED lighting
                        
                
                
            
	
                LED displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Light and sound signaling
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Mining, Metallurgy and Foundry
                                    
                    
    	
                Air conditioners
                        
                
                
            
	
                Anti-interference filters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Braking resistors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connecting cables for PT detectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Control apparatus
                        
                
                
            
	
                Counters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Distance converters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Drivers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electro-insulated modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Enclosures, control boxes, panels, EX accessories for mining
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Motors and Transformers
                                    
                    
    	
                Accessories for rail joints
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables for extreme applications
                        
                
                
            
	
                Capacitors for motors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fans
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flexible insulated rails
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flexible insulating materials
                        
                
                
            
	
                Insulating sleeves
                        
                
                
            
	
                Multi-layer flexible splints
                        
                
                
            
	
                Resins
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Power Supplies (UPS) and Rectifier Systems
                                    
                    
    	
                Analizador de circuitos vectoriales
                        
                
                
            
	
                Anti-interference filters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Batteries
                        
                
                
            
	
                Bezpieczniki
                        
                
                
            
	
                Braking resistors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable lugs
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables for extreme applications
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electro-insulated modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electrolytic capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fans
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Printing
                                    
                    
    	
                Analog signal converters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cases for operator panels / monitors / displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Counters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial protective devices
                        
                
                
            
	
                IR and UV infrared heaters and LED lighting
                        
                
                
            
	
                Light and sound signaling
                        
                
                
            
	
                LUMBERG cables for sensors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Regulatory mocy
                        
                
                
            
	
                Switche przemysłowe, Komunikacja przemysłowa
                        
                
                
            
	
                Wyświetlacze LED
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Temperature Measurement and Regulation
                                    
                    
    	
                Analog signal converters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Counters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Drivers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Indicators (displays)
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial computers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial housings
                        
                
                
            
	
                LED displays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Light and sound signaling
                        
                
                
            
	
                Panel meters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Power regulators
                        
                
                
            
	
                Power supplies
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Test and Laboratory Measurements
                                    
                    
    	
                Clamp ammeters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Current (clamp) probes
                        
                
                
            
	
                Flexible current probes
                        
                
                
            
	
                High-frequency non-inductive shunts
                        
                
                
            
	
                Precision LEM transducers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Rogowski coils
                        
                
                
            
	
                Shunts
                        
                
                
            
	
                Vector circuit analyzer
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Tram and Railway Traction
                                    
                    
    	
                Batteries
                        
                
                
            
	
                Braids
                        
                
                
            
	
                Braking resistors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable lugs
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables for extreme applications
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Control apparatus
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electro-insulated modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electrolytic capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                ETHERNET industrial switches
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fans
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Welding Machines
                                    
                    
    	
                Anti-interference filters
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable lugs
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cables for extreme applications
                        
                
                
            
	
                Connectors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Contactors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Control apparatus
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electro-insulated modules
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electrolytecapacitor
                        
                
                
            
	
                Electrolytic capacitors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fans
                        
                
                
            
	
                Fuses
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            


            
					
                
            
	

         
                

                        Assembly


                


                
                    

                  					
										    
         
                            
    	
                Cabinets Assembly
                        
                
                
            
	
                Designing and Assembling of Busbar Cabinets, Switching Cabinets, Power Cabinets
                        
                
                
            
	
                Power systems installation
                        
                
                
            
	
                
                                    
                    
    	
                Thyristor Systems Drivers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Modular Blocks
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thyristor Contactors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Rectifiers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Power Controllers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Functional Power Blocks
                        
                
                
            
	
                Cable Bundles
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Power Electronics Equipment
                        
                
                
            
	
                Machines built for order
                                    
                    
    	
                Automotive industry
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pharmaceutical industry
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pulp and paper industry
                        
                
                
            
	
                Food and beverage industry
                        
                
                
            
	
                Mining – extractive industry
                        
                
                
            
	
                Chemical and petrochemical industry
                        
                
                
            
	
                Foundry industry
                        
                
                
            
	
                Wood and wood products industry
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial water treatment
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                R&D research and development work
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial Testers
                                    
                    
    	
                Tester for diodes and thyristors measurement
                        
                
                
            
	
                Thermal and motor circuit breakers testing stand
                        
                
                
            
	
                Varistors and surge protectors testers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Car fuses testing stand
                        
                
                
            
	
                Tester for the power diode and thyristor reverse recovery charge Qrr measurement
                        
                
                
            
	
                Rotor tester FD series
                        
                
                
            
	
                Circuit breakers tester
                        
                
                
            
	
                Tester for calibrating relays
                        
                
                
            
	
                Video inspection tester for gas spring piston rods
                        
                
                
            
	
                High-current thyristor switch
                        
                
                
            
	
                Mesh ripping tester
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            


            
					
                
            
	

         
                

                        Inductors


                


                
                    

                  					
										    
         
                            
    	
                Induction heating - inductors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Repair of used inductors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Modernization of inductors
                        
                
                
            
	
                Production of new inductors
                                    
                    
    	
                Hardening of crankshaft bearings
                        
                
                
            
	
                Hardening of band saw teeth
                        
                
                
            
	
                Inductors for heating elements before gluing
                        
                
                
            
	
                Hardening of raceways of automotive wheel hub bearings
                        
                
                
            
	
                Hardening of the drive transmission components
                        
                
                
            
	
                Hardening of stepped shafts
                        
                
                
            
	
                Heating in contraction joints
                        
                
                
            
	
                Induction for scanning hardening
                        
                
                
            
	
                Soft soldering
                        
                
                
            
	
                Billet heaters
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            


            
					
                
            
	

         
                

                        Induction devices


                


                
                    

                  					
										    
         
                            
    	
                Induction heating generators
                                    
                    
    	
                Induction Heating Products Ambrell
                                    
                    
    	
                Generators power 500 W, frequency 150 - 400 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 1.2 - 2.4 kW, frequency 150 - 400 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 4.2 - 10 kW, frequency 150 - 400 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 10-15 kW, frequency 50-150 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 30-45 kW, frequency 50-150 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 65-135 kW, frequency 50-150 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 180-270 kW, frequency 50-150 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 20-35-50 kW, frequency 15-45 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 75-150 kW, frequency 15-45 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 200-500 kW, frequency 15-45 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 20-50 kW, frequency 5-15 kHz
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Induction heating products Denki Kogyo
                                    
                    
    	
                Transistor generators type TG3-CTG
                        
                
                
            
	
                Transistor generators type PTG
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                JKZ induction heating generators
                                    
                    
    	
                Generators CX, frequency: 50-120kHz, power: 5-25kW
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators SWS, frequency: 15-30kHz, power: 25-260kW
                        
                
                
            
	
                Molding and forging furnaces MFS, frequency: 0,5-10kHz, power: 80-500kW
                        
                
                
            
	
                Melting metals furnaces MFS, frequency: 0,5-10kHz, power: 70-200kW
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators UHT, frequency: 200-400kHz, power: 10-160kW
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Lamp generators for induction heating
                                    
                    
    	
                Tube generator REL-30Tr
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Induction Heating Products - Himmelwerk
                                    
                    
    	
                Generators power 2-5 kW, frequency 250-1000 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 5-25 kW, frequency 50-2000 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 10 kW, frequency 20-100 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 25-250 kW, frequency 4-50 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                Generators power 25-250 kW, frequency 50-600 kHz
                        
                
                
            
	
                
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Solving Your Induction Heating Problems
                        
                
                
            
	
                Repairs and modernization
                                    
                    
    	
                Service of induction heating equipment
                        
                
                
            
	
                Spare parts
                        
                
                
            
	
                Modernization of lamp generators
                        
                
                
            
	
                List of induction heating equipment
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Peripherals
                                    
                    
    	
                Industrial coolers and chillers for water cooling
                        
                
                
            
	
                Data loggers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pyrometers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Industrial controllers
                        
                
                
            
	
                Induction heaters to support the work of the workshop
                        
                
                
            



                        
                
                
            
	
                Applications
                                    
                    
    	
                Medical Applications with Precision Induction Heating
                        
                
                
            
	
                Applications for automotive industry
                        
                
                
            
	
                Soldering
                        
                
                
            
	
                Brazing
                        
                
                
            
	
                Aluminum Brazing
                        
                
                
            
	
                Brazing a magnetic steel cutting tool
                        
                
                
            
	
                Pin Sealing
                        
                
                
            
	
                Atmospheric Brazing
                        
                
                
            
	
                Soldering brass and steel radiator caps
                        
                
                
            
	
                Carbide Tipping
                        
                
                
            
	
                Soldering a copper lug and a wire
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				                Semiconductors
                                    
                        	
									
				                Diodes
                                    
                        	
									
				                Diodes | GeneSiC
                							
	
									
				                Diodes | LAMINA
                							
	
									
				                Diodes | VISHAY (IR)
                							
	
									
				                Diodes | Infineon (EUPEC)
                							
	
									
				                Diodes | ESTEL
                							
	
									
				                Diodes | POWEREX
                							
	
									
				                Diodes | DYNEX
                							
	
									
				                Diodes | SEMIKRON
                							
	
									
				                Diodes || WESTCODE
                							
	
									
				                Diodes for induction heating
                							
	
									
				                Diodes | ABB
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Thyristors
                                    
                        	
									
				                Thyristors | VISHAY (IR)
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors | LAMINA
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors | INFINEON (EUPEC)
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors | ESTEL
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors | WESTCODE
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors | Semikron
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors | POWEREX
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors | DYNEX
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors for induction heating
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors | ABB
                							
	
									
				                Thyristors | TECHSEM
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Electro-insulated Modules
                                    
                        	
									
				                Electro-insulated Modules | VISHAY (IR)
                							
	
									
				                Electro-insulated Modules | INFINEON (EUPEC)
                							
	
									
				                Electro-insulated Modules | Semikron
                							
	
									
				                Electro-insulated Modules | POWEREX
                							
	
									
				                Electro-insulated Modules | IXYS
                							
	
									
				                Electro-insulated Modules | POSEICO
                							
	
									
				                Electro-insulated Modules | ABB
                							
	
									
				                Electro-insulated Modules | TECHSEM
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Bridge Rectifiers
                                    
                        	
									
				                Bridge Rectifiers | DIOTEC
                							
	
									
				                Bridge Rectifiers | VISHAY (IR)
                							
	
									
				                Bridges with electro-insulated modules
                							
	
									
				                Bridge Rectifiers | INFINEON (EUPEC)
                							
	
									
				                Pressfitted Diodes Rectifiers
                							
	
									
				                Bridge Rectifiers | Semikron
                							
	
									
				                Bridge Rectifiers | TECHSEM
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Transistors
                                    
                        	
									
				                Transistors | GeneSiC
                							
	
									
				                SiC MOSFET Modules | Mitsubishi
                							
	
									
				                SiC MOSFET Modules | STARPOWER
                							
	
									
				                Module SiC MOSFET ABB’s
                							
	
									
				                IGBT Modules | MITSUBISHI
                							
	
									
				                Transistor Modules | MITSUBISHI
                							
	
									
				                MOSFET Modules | MITSUBISHI
                							
	
									
				                Transistor Modules | ABB
                							
	
									
				                IGBT Modules | POWEREX
                							
	
									
				                IGBT Modules | INFINEON (EUPEC)
                							
	
									
				                Silicon Carbide (SiC) semiconductor elements
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Gate Drivers
                                    
                        	
									
				                IGBT Gate Drivers | CONCEPT
                							
	
									
				                Hybrid IGBT Gate Driver Modules
                							
	
									
				                Thyristor's Drivers - ST | DACPOL SERVICE
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Power Blocks
                                    
                        	
									
				                Power Blocks for Rectifiers and AC Connectors
                							
	
									
				                Power Blocks for welding machines
                							
	
									
				                High-voltage Diode stacks
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Electrical Transducers
                                    
                        	
									
				                Current Transducers | LEM
                                    
                        	
									
				                Closed-Loop Current Transducers (C/L)
                							
	
									
				                Open-Loop Current Transducers (O/L)
                							
	
									
				                Current Transducers supplied with unipolar voltage
                							
	
									
				                'Eta' Current Transducers
                							
	
									
				                Current Transducers - LF xx10 Series
                							
	
									
				                Current Transducers - LH Series
                							
	
									
				                Current Transducer - HOYL and HOYS Series
                							
	
									
				                Current Transducers - GO–SME & GO–SMS  Series
                							
	
									
				                AUTOMOTIVE current transducers
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Voltage Transducers | LEM
                                    
                        	
									
				                Voltage Transducers - LV Series
                							
	
									
				                Voltage Transducers - DVL Series
                							
	
									
				                Precision Voltage Transducers with double magnetic core - CV Series
                							
	
									
				                Voltage Transducer for Traction - DV 4200/SP4
                							
	
									
				                Voltage Transducers - DVM Series
                							
	
									
				                Voltage Transducer - DVC 1000-P
                							
	
									
				                Voltage Transducers - DVC 1000 Series
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Transducers for Protection, Monitoring and Control | LEM
                                    
                        	
									
				                Current Transducers for Variable and Alternating Current measurement
                							
	
									
				                Transducers for Direct Current measurement
                							
	
									
				                Transducers for DC and/or AC measurement - DHR-C10 & DHR-C420
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Split-core Transducers | LEM
                                    
                        	
									
				                Transducers with separable core - HOP Type
                							
	
									
				                Transducers - HTR (50-SB to 500-SB)
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Precision Current Transducers | LEM
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Passive components (capacitors, resistors, fuses, filters)
                                    
                        	
									
				                Resistors
                                    
                        	
									
				                Wirewound & Tubular Power Resistors
                							
	
									
				                Multilayered Power Resistors
                							
	
									
				                Power Resistors in aluminum casing
                							
	
									
				                Braking Resistors
                							
	
									
				                High-voltage Resistors
                							
	
									
				                Rotary power potentiometers
                							
	
									
				                Carbon Disc Resistor
                							
	
									
				                High Precision Metal Film Resistors
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Fuses
                                    
                        	
									
				                Miniature Fuses for electronic circuits - ABC & AGC Series
                							
	
									
				                Tubular Fast-acting Fuses
                							
	
									
				                Time-delay Fuse Links with GL/GG & AM characteristics
                							
	
									
				                Ultrafast Fuse Links
                							
	
									
				                Fast-acting Fuses (British & American standard)
                							
	
									
				                Fast-acting Fuses (European standard)
                							
	
									
				                Traction Fuses
                							
	
									
				                High-voltage Fuse Links
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Capacitors
                                    
                        	
									
				                Motor Capacitors
                							
	
									
				                Electrolytic Capacitors
                							
	
									
				                Film capacitors
                							
	
									
				                Power Capacitors
                							
	
									
				                Capacitors for DC Circuits
                							
	
									
				                Power Factor Correction Capacitors
                							
	
									
				                High-voltage Capacitors
                							
	
									
				                Induction Heating Capacitors
                							
	
									
				                Pulse & Energy Storage Capacitors
                							
	
									
				                DC LINK capacitors
                							
	
									
				                Capacitors for AC / DC circuits
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                EMI Filters
                                    
                        	
									
				                Single Phase Filters
                							
	
									
				                Three Phase Filters
                							
	
									
				                Feedthrough Filters
                							
	
									
				                Anti-interference Filters | SPICA
                							
	
									
				                Three Phase Filters with neutral conductor
                							
	
									
				                Sinusoidal Filters
                							
	
									
				                Harmonic Filter for low frequencies
                							
	
									
				                
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Supercapacitors
                                    
                        	
									
				                Supercapacitors - Introduction
                							
	
									
				                Supercapacitors | LS Mtron
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Power surge protection
                                    
                        	
									
				                Surge protection for coaxial applications
                							
	
									
				                Surge protection for video surveillance systems
                							
	
									
				                Surge protection for power cabling
                							
	
									
				                Surge Arresters for LED
                							
	
									
				                Surge Arresters for Photovoltaics
                							
	
									
				                Weighing system protection
                							
	
									
				                Surge protection for Fieldbus
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Relays and Contactors
                                    
                        	
									
				                Relays and Contactors - Theory
                							
	
									
				                3-Phase AC Semiconductor Relays
                                    
                        	
									
				                CRYDOM three phase semiconductor AC relays
                							
	
									
				                Three phase relays
                							
	
									
				                Three phase semiconductor relays - gn3 series
                							
	
									
				                Three phase semiconductor relays with radiator for DIN bus
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                DC Semiconductor Relays
                                    
                        	
									
				                DC relay for PCB in SIP casing
                							
	
									
				                DC relays - 1 series
                							
	
									
				                Semiconductor DC relays for DIN bus
                							
	
									
				                DC output solid state contactors
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Controllers, Control Systems and Accessories
                                    
                        	
									
				                Group power regulator - mcbc 25-90a 180-530vac series
                							
	
									
				                Power and temperature controllers
                							
	
									
				                Accessories for semiconductor relays
                							
	
									
				                Power regulators - ACI series
                							
	
									
				                Phase power regulator - mcpc 25-90a 180-530vac series
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Soft Starters and Reversible Relays
                                    
                        	
									
				                Reversible relays - type RCI
                							
	
									
				                MCI soft starts - soft starts and stops systems
                							
	
									
				                Soft starts
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Electromechanical Relays
                                    
                        	
									
				                Plug in power relays - G2R-…SN series
                							
	
									
				                Mini power relays - MY series
                							
	
									
				                Mini power relays - LY series
                							
	
									
				                Industrial relays - MK series
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Contactors
                                    
                        	
									
				                Contactors - CI 6-50
                							
	
									
				                Contactors - CI 61-86
                							
	
									
				                Contactors - CI 110-420El
                							
	
									
				                Mini contactors CI 5-2 to CI 5-12
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Rotary Switches
                                    
                        	
									
				                Rotational switches - GN, 4G, GX, GF series
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Single-Phase AC Semiconductor Relays
                                    
                        	
									
				                AC ONE PHASE RELAYS 1 series| D2425 | D2450
                							
	
									
				                One phase semiconductor AC relays CWA and CWD series
                							
	
									
				                One phase semiconductor AC relays CMRA and CMRD series
                							
	
									
				                One phase semiconductor AC relays - PS series
                							
	
									
				                Double and quadruple semiconductor AC relays - D24 D, TD24 Q, H12D48 D series
                							
	
									
				                One phase semiconductor relays - gn series
                							
	
									
				                Ckr series single phase solid state relays
                							
	
									
				                One phase AC semiconductor relays for DIN bus - ERDA I ERAA series
                							
	
									
				                150A AC single phase relays
                							
	
									
				                Rail Mountable Solid State Relays With Integrated Heat Sink - ENDA, ERDA1 / ERAA1 series
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Single-Phase AC Semiconductor Relays for PCBs
                                    
                        	
									
				                Semiconductor AC relays for PCB in SIP casing
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Interface Relays
                                    
                        	
									
				                Semiconductor AC and DC relays with interface for DIN bus
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Cores and Other Inductive Components
                                    
                        	
									
				                Drive Transformers (for power transistors)
                                    
                        	
									
				                Control transformer for power transistors
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Magnetic-Field Concentrators
                							
	
									
				                Air Core Coils
                                    
                        	
									
				                High current air coils
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Ferrite Cores
                                    
                        	
									
				                EI Cores
                							
	
									
				                E Cores & Accessories
                							
	
									
				                Planar E Cores & Accessories
                							
	
									
				                EC Cores & Accessories
                							
	
									
				                EFD Cores & Accessories
                							
	
									
				                EP Cores & Accessories
                							
	
									
				                EPX Cores & Accessories
                							
	
									
				                EQ Cores & Accessories
                							
	
									
				                ER Cores
                							
	
									
				                Planar ER Cores & Accessories
                							
	
									
				                ETD Cores & Accessories
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Amorphous Cores
                							
	
									
				                Magnetic Cores
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Heatsinks, Varistors, Thermal Protection
                                    
                        	
									
				                Varistors
                                    
                        	
									
				                E 40 series varistors
                							
	
									
				                Varistors - e60 series
                							
	
									
				                Varistors - e80 series
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Thermal Protection
                                    
                        	
									
				                Bi-Metal Thermal Switches
                							
	
									
				                PTC Thermistors (switching type)
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Thermal Relays
                                    
                        	
									
				                Transformator TS1000
                							
	
									
				                Relays for PTC thermistors
                							
	
									
				                Relays for RTD resistance thermometers
                							
	
									
				                Relays for thermocouples
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Transformer protection
                                    
                        	
									
				                Relays for PTC thermistors
                							
	
									
				                Relays for resistance thermometers (RTD) Pt100
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Securing photovoltaics and energy facilities
                							
	
									
				                Engine Protection
                							
	
									
				                Protections for Extraction Systems
                							
	
									
				                Pump protection
                							
	
									
				                Protection of heating cables
                							
	
									
				                Heatsinks
                                    
                        	
									
				                Air Heatsinks
                							
	
									
				                Cooling Cases
                							
	
									
				                Water Heatsinks
                							
	
									
				                Heatsink Accessories
                							
	
									
				                Thermally Conductive Materials
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Fans
                                    
                        	
									
				                Centrifugal Fans
                                    
                        	
									
				                Centrifugal Fans | EBMPAPST
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Axial Fans
                                    
                        	
									
				                AC Axial fans | EBMPAPST
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Compact Fans
                                    
                        	
									
				                Fans | NMB MINEBEA
                							
	
									
				                Fans | COSTECH/FANDIS
                							
	
									
				                Fan guards for compact fans
                							
	
									
				                Compact Fans | EBMPAPST
                							
	
									
				                Compact axial fans
                							
	
									
				                Compact diagonal fans
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Transverse and hot air fans
                                    
                        	
									
				                Technical Information
                							
	
									
				                Tangential Blowers
                							
	
									
				                Radial Blowers with AC motor
                							
	
									
				                Radial Blowers with EC motor
                							
	
									
				                Hot Air Blowers
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Air Conditioning, Accessories for Electrical Cabinets, Coolers
                                    
                        	
									
				                Air Conditioners
                                    
                        	
									
				                Indoor
                							
	
									
				                Outdoor
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Heat Exchangers
                                    
                        	
									
				                Heat Exchangers | SEIFERT
                							
	
									
				                Heat Exchangers | TEXA
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Industrial Coolers, Chillers
                                    
                        	
									
				                Industrial Coolers, Chillers - Introduction
                							
	
									
				                TEXA industrial coolers and chillers
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Filters & Fan filter sets
                                    
                        	
									
				                FANDIS filters and filtration and ventilation sets
                							
	
									
				                Filtros y equipos de filtración y ventilación STEGO
                							
	
									
				                TEXA filters and filtration and ventilation sets
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Heaters for Industrial Enclosures
                                    
                        	
									
				                Convection
                							
	
									
				                Heating blower
                							
	
									
				                Special
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Sensors & Control Components
                                    
                        	
									
				                Products Stego
                							
	
									
				                Products Fandis
                							
	
									
				                Thermostats
                							
	
									
				                
                							
	
									
				                hygrotherms
                							
	
									
				                IoT solutions
                							
	
									
				                Other
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Accessories
                                    
                        	
									
				                Lamps & Power Sockets
                							
	
									
				                Accessories for enclosure air conditioners
                							
	
									
				                Pumps for Air-Conditioning
                							
	
									
				                Busbar Insulators for switchboxes
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Batteries, Chargers, Buffer Power Supplies and Inverters
                                    
                        	
									
				                Batteries, Chargers - Theoretical Description
                									
						[image: ]
						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Modular Li-ion Battery Building Blocks, Custom Batteries, BMS
                									
						[image: ]
						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Batteries
                                    
                        	
									
				                Batteries | Panasonic
                							
	
									
				                Batteries | SSB
                							
	
									
				                Dryfit Gel Batteries | Sonnenschein
                							
	
									
				                Batteries | MK Battery
                							
	
									
				                Batteries | FIAMM
                							
	
									
				                Batteries | Victron Energy
                							
	
									
				                LiFePO4 Batteries | Victron Energy
                							
	
									
				                Gel Batteries | Dyno
                							
	
									
				                Replacement Battery Cartridges for UPS | APC
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Battery Chargers and Accessories
                                    
                        	
									
				                Battery Capacity Tester
                							
	
									
				                Battery Chargers | Victron Energy
                							
	
									
				                Battery Accessories
                							
	
									
				                Battery Monitoring System - PowerShield 8
                							
	
									
				                Battery management systems
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                									
						[image: ]
						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Uninterruptible Power Supply and Buffer Power Supplies
                                    
                        	
									
				                AKKUTEC Battery Buffered Power Supply
                							
	
									
				                Buffer Power Supply with ultra-capacitors - C-TEC & AC C-TEC Series
                							
	
									
				                Single Phase Server UPS - Amplon M Series
                							
	
									
				                Single Phase Server UPS - Amplon RT Series (1/2/3 kVA)
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Inverters and Photovoltaic Equipments
                                    
                        	
									
				                Solar Charge Controllers | Victron Energy
                							
	
									
				                Inverters | Victron Energy
                							
	
									
				                Photovoltaic Panels
                							
	
									
				                RE NA003 - A system for the protection of Renewable Energy Sources
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Energy storage
                                    
                        	
									
				                Nilar EC Cabinets
                							
	
									
				                Nilar EC Home Box
                							
	
									
				                Nilar EC Racks
                							
	
									
				                Nilar EC Battery packs
                							
	
									
				                Dacpol cabinets
                							
	
									
				                Dacpol Battery pack for Vehicles
                							
	
									
				                Photovoltaic and Wind installation
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Fuel cells
                                    
                        	
									
				                Hydrogen fuel cells
                							
	
									
				                Hydrogen system platforms
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Lithium-ion batteries
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						Find out more

					

							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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						Find out more

					

							
	
									
				                Automatics
                                    
                        	
									
				                Limit Switches, Microswitches
                                    
                        	
									
				                Microswitches
                							
	
									
				                Limit Switches
                							
	
									
				                Limit Switches for Industrial Enclosures
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Sensors, Transducers
                                    
                        	
									
				                Sensors
                							
	
									
				                Transducers
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Infrared Thermometers (Pyrometers)
                                    
                        	
									
				                IR-TE Series - Water-proof Palm-sized Radiation Thermometer
                							
	
									
				                IR-TA Series - Handheld Type Radiation Thermometer
                							
	
									
				                IR-H Series - Handheld Type Radiation Thermometer
                							
	
									
				                IR-BA Series - High-speed Compact Radiation Thermometer
                							
	
									
				                IR-FA Series - Fiber Optic Radiation Thermometer
                							
	
									
				                IR-BZ Series - Compact Infrared Thermometers
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Counters, Time Relays, Panel Meters
                                    
                        	
									
				                Time Relays
                							
	
									
				                Counters
                							
	
									
				                Indicators (Displays)
                							
	
									
				                Panel Meters
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Industrial Protection Devices
                                    
                        	
									
				                Safety Modules
                							
	
									
				                Safety Curtains
                							
	
									
				                Blockade Systems and Access Control
                							
	
									
				                Safety Switches
                							
	
									
				                Wheel Blockade
                							
	
									
				                Security gates
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Light and Sound Signalling
                                    
                        	
									
				                Signal Towers
                							
	
									
				                Revolving Lamps
                							
	
									
				                Warning Lamps
                							
	
									
				                Spot Lights
                							
	
									
				                Sound Signalling Devices
                							
	
									
				                Network-enabled Signaling
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Thermographic Camera
                                    
                        	
									
				                Stationary Thermal Imaging Camers
                							
	
									
				                Manual Thermal Imaging Camera
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                LED Displays
                                    
                        	
									
				                Industrial Displays
                							
	
									
				                Information Displays
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Control Equipments
                                    
                        	
									
				                Foot Switches
                							
	
									
				                Control Devices | RAFI
                							
	
									
				                Control Boxes
                							
	
									
				                Buttons and Switches | MARQUARDT
                							
	
									
				                Control Components for Mining
                							
	
									
				                Buttons and Potentiometers Ex
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Recorders
                                    
                        	
									
				                Hybrid Recorders - AL3000 Series | CHINO
                							
	
									
				                Graphic Recorder - KR2000 Series | CHINO
                							
	
									
				                Ubiquitous Recorders - KR5000 Series | CHINO
                							
	
									
				                Palm-sized Temperature/Humidity Meters - HN-CH Series | CHINO
                							
	
									
				                Consumables for Recorders
                							
	
									
				                71VR1 - Compact Paperless Recorder | M-SYSTEM
                							
	
									
				                Graphic Recorder - KR3000 Series | CHINO
                							
	
									
				                PC Recorders - R1M Series | M-SYSTEM
                							
	
									
				                PC Recorders - R2M Series | M-SYSTEM
                							
	
									
				                PC Recorders - RZMS Series | M-SYSTEM
                							
	
									
				                PC Recorders - RZUS Series | M-SYSTEM
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
									
				                Drivers and Panels
                                    
                        	
									
				                High Performing Programmable Controller with Embedded Ethernet - CP1L Series
                							
	
									
				                HMI Panels - NB series
                							
	
									
				                Touch panels GMT
                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
			



                							
	
				
					Go to the subcategory 				
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            Monitoring Relays


                
                                   
                         We’re offering a wide choice of current and voltage monitoring relays.

A monitoring relay is a device for monitoring other devices. Monitoring relays catch unusual values in proportion to set alarm limits. They resist input signals, monitor them, and reshape the output...


                         We’re offering a wide choice of current and voltage monitoring relays.

A monitoring relay is a...
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    We’re offering a wide choice of current and voltage monitoring relays.

A monitoring relay is a device for monitoring other devices. Monitoring relays catch unusual values in proportion to set alarm limits. They resist input signals, monitor them, and reshape the output into alarm signals.

Current value monitoring:

	lighting installations;
	blocking devices, electro-mechanical braking, and limiting gearing;
	power intake through the engine;
	hoist gearing;
	overloads of transportation equipment;
	heating systems.


Voltage monitoring:

	speed of DC engines;
	the top and bottom limit value of voltage;
	batteries and other power networks.


Thanks to modern solutions, we guarantee the best safety and quality standards. In case of any questions, contact our technical-sales department.
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